Some key jargon terms

- **Mental Health** has a eugenics history and base to its policies and procedures and is related to the Mental Health Association, an organisation and business designed to procure and exploit live human specimens for lucrative human research through government sanction, including the use of coercion and force. It is a business that exploits people most horribly.

- **Mental illness or Mental Health disorder** is a vicious DSM slur used to forcibly exploit people for human research. There is no proof it is exists and the standardised criteria is nebulous, unreasonable, discriminating against artists, people who are disenfranchised (financially or socially), whistleblowers speaking out against psychiatry, pollution, paedophilia, or organised crime, or workplace bullying.

- **Mental ill-health** is a nebulous term, to discriminate against certain members of the population and threaten them as well as inflict them with arbitrary detention and torturous exploitation (in the guise of medicine) through state sanction, it is a horrible way of silencing people who are speaking out against those who are corrupt and violent that are in positions of power. It is a way of allowing violent criminals flourish and victims and whistle-blowers disabled and silenced.

- **Social and economic participation** should not be inclusive of well-paid psychiatrists who inflict torture via state sanction, who exploit people for human research, that is not behaviour to be for a government to sanction and those psychiatrists and other mental health personnel participating in this abuse of human lives should have their violations criminalised.
  
  o The people being exploited are not the ‘burden’, they are the people that have much to contribute, if they were allowed to speak and participate instead of being shut down and shut up in the most vile, cruel way by forced psychiatry.
  
  o To say that forced human research is an economic boon, is a disgusting and shameful economy and to spend money propagating the lie that this vile, cruel exploitation under Mental Health Acts of Australia’s States and Territories is benevolent, is a further insult to our society. Our society does not want to go down in history as being a society that thrived from the violent cruel
exploitation of over 25% of its population and were dull enough to believe the government and exploitative mental health industries that these violations are a viable economy for a decent society to agree to.

- **Productivity** needs to recognise that people who are exploiting other people, such as psychiatrists do, are taking human lives away from other means of productivity. Psychiatrists are also on the 5th highest wage bracket on average in Australia, and paid by the public-purse, this makes for poor productivity, and diabolical human trafficking, in the forced servitude of over 4 million Australians, who do not get paid to participate and do not agree to participate, and do not enjoy in the profits from psychiatric drug and procedure tests, or the secondary human research in cardio, diabetes etc (due to the harms caused by psychiatric drugs that are already known to the drug company and listed on their site) which medical organisations and their various network of companies as well as government profit from. Nor any electronics development from this, whether it be directly for use in the medical industries, or allowed to be developed and used in other industries.

- **Economic Growth** has to take into account the inflation of psychiatric drugs and procedures caused by the use of legislated forcing of these products on people, the government and private health insurance subsidising of these drugs and procedures, as well as the arbitrary detention used to indoctrinate people into compliance with the drugs and procedures.

- **Improvement** is a subjective term and is particularly insulting when used by a psychiatrist to describe a person who was active, creative and intelligent, who is then painfully dulled down by psychiatric drugs and sleeping 22 hours a day. To call that an ‘improvement’ which psychiatrists regularly do, is perverse. No person’s life is improved by being forcibly exploited for human research, such as psychiatrists inflict under state/territory Mental Health legislation. A human trafficker that isn’t state sanctioned might also describe beating, or drugging their victim into submission an ‘improvement’. Improved Mental Health, just means more profits for Mental Health industries, it means worse suffering for victims of psychiatrists, because the more power and money given to exploiters, the more the exploited suffer.

**Psychiatry isn't a business like any other. Psychiatry forces their product into people. That's a dictatorship!**

“You come voluntarily,’ says CATT, ‘Or we’ll section you & make you involuntary & take you by force’ - is not really volunteering!

**Psychiatry is heavily government subsidised**
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Psychiatrists paid by the public-purse, have never intended to support people, only make more money for themselves and their coterie. They are the 5th highest wages in Australia, on average a salary of $216,075.

Mental health products are forced
To have people forcibly subjected to psychiatrists’ products and procedures, and people coerced into seeing psychiatrists through the threat of force, means that psychiatry is not a profession that we, the people, really want in our society, or to be funding through our taxes. People actively don’t want psychiatrists in their lives, or their products and these victims of psychiatrists are denied audience, denied justice, and violated most horribly behind closed doors.

Products cause disfiguring that would normally mean a recall

The products of psychiatrists also cause organ decay, and other horrible disfigurements. The products such as neuroleptics cause horrible and obvious disfiguring, that the person is then told by the treating psychiatrist is ‘deterioration of the disease’ unless the person has actively looked up the drug/s’ website and can say, ‘No actually this is caused by neuroleptics…’

People subjected to psychiatric drugs die 20 years earlier than the rest of the population, because of the forced/ coerced psychiatric drugs and procedures.

The disfiguring of how a person looks, moves, their ability to think, operate machinery, drive, and partake in social activities, the ability to speak out against violators also curtailed. Psychiatrists’ products cause a person to be physically and intellectually disabled and disfigured and vulnerable to other perpetrators. Psychiatrists’ products cause brain damage, including memory loss, physical movement difficulties and discombobulation, damage to vision, diabetes, cardio problems, cancer, immune problems, allergy, parkinsonian symptoms...

Those products being forced on victims of psychiatrists, which cause disability, are then treated with other experimental drugs for cardio injuries, diabetes, parkinsonian symptoms...

People are literally being injured and then used for to trial other medical industry products, just like other animal research. That’s not a good government policy, to have in force. It’s an exploitation racket, of which the government is responsible for inflicting and making profits for the violating industries.

Psychiatry is human research of an invasive cruel kind
Forced psychiatry – allows for psychiatrists to move their products like no other business! Psychiatrists’ main product being human research, invasive cruel human research on living humans, and the profits from that. Psychiatrists should not be given state sanction to develop products from the flesh of those they forcibly detain and violently exploit. Psychiatry has never proven to be anything other than vile, cruel human research to no real end and to no real gain for the population being exploited.
Psychiatry is exploitation of the disenfranchised
State sanctioned vile, cruel forced human research – that’s what the Victorian Mental Health Act is – legislated exploitation. Profits from forced and coerced exploitation, are not allowed in any other kind of business venture. To exploit families that have been exploited by government legislation that has now been repealed, is really cruel, particularly when it is done during the long period of attempting to gain exposure of the violations and reparations. It is also very silencing. So the previous exploitative industries can get away with what they did, move overseas, change their company hands and name and agenda and not be prosecuted.

A person having to prove recovery
When a person has been accused of having a mental disease, that cannot be proven to exist, the person is then forced to prove they have ‘recovered’ from this unproven vicious DSM slur accusation on them, so they can no longer be harassed and tortured by those that accuse without proof that any of their accusations have any validity. A victim of psychiatrists can only do this by playing into what psychiatrists want and demand, which is compliance and agreement that the treatment is good for them and their life is better for that. That gives false data on human research studies on psychiatric drugs and procedures.

Advertising for Mental Health Companies
If a service is truly needed, there should not be a need for advertising. The huge advertising budgets of mental health not for profit organisations – seem to be ludicrous when they are government funded.

Why does our government invest in these companies, given that they make things worse for the people lured or forced into them, coerced by an indoctrinated public? Is our government mining its human population through this invasive cruel research and intending to make a profit for those are given the golden handshakes? Has the Australian economy become so reliant of pharmaceutical companies human research funds? If so, we’re not okay with that business flourishing by the flesh of our people. We want it stopped, not funded.

Mental Health literacy
In Australia the government is rolling out 'Mental Health Literacy' to various parts of the community, even going into construction sites, putting out free Mental Health literacy for musicians - it is out and out indoctrination. To be forced to learn the jargon of the language of whitecoat oppressors in order to ‘appear insightful’ to them enough to wriggle free from their clasps, is what victims of psychiatrists readily have to do. It is very compromising to anyone who does not work in mental health systems. It means we have to advertise for another company, whose products and marketing we abhor. To have this invasion of industries in the area of arts, music and culture is horribly oppressive to those with a good sense of creativity and inventive, inquiring nature. A business propagating itself through government sanction, and programing isn’t for the good of industries outside it.
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Corruption of law & human equity by mental health industries

Psychiatrists appointed in Mental Health inquiries

Much money to be spent on an inquiry that has not checked for conflicts of interest in the appointment of Patrick McGorry as Chair of the Advisory Group and Alex Cockram as Commissioner. These appointments corrupt the entire inquiry and waste public money, that was much needed for a inquiry into psychiatrists’ violations and the state sanctioned cruelties of the Mental Health Act 2014. These state sanctioned cruelties are likely to have killed over 21,000 Victorians in 2018 and maimed many thousands more. And the statistics that correlate the people who were on psychiatric drug prescriptions who died in 2018 is something that should be shown in the Royal Commission into Mental Health. Also the number of victims of psychiatrists would like to report adverse effects from psychiatrists’ drugs and procedures done against our will, or through coercion in a system of force, effects that have meant permanent disabling of a former ability, or took many years of our life to gain back that ability after being violated by psychiatrists’ through the state sanctioning of forced psychiatry. The public is outraged. The Victorian government is being petitioned.

Mental Health Act with compulsive powers is anti-human rights

Australia’s Mental Health Acts protect psychiatrists NOT victims of psychiatrists

• Recognition that legislated forced psychiatry is protecting vested interests in the mental health industry

Those people whom torturing psychiatrists and their government coterie want to say lack capacity to make decisions for themselves and therefore need ‘protection’ and the torturing psychiatrists collect large sums of money for that propagated idea of ‘protection’ of those they torture. Those torturing psychiatrists really should not be appointed in authority roles in inquiries, or courts where Mental Health systems are being examined. Too much protection is being given to perpetrating psychiatrists. The Mental Health Act of Victoria 2014 has legislated that treating psychiatrists cannot be charged with assault & battery. Now, that’s unfair, given that on a systematic basis assault & battery is how victims of psychiatrists would describe what forced psychiatry is.

• Let’s think about the continuing risk posed to the public by psychiatrists if they are not investigated by the Royal Commission and other inquiries and fully exposed.

Legislation that allows for the arbitrary detention of the basis of prevention, is a point of law, which makes for human rights violations. Victoria’s mental health act allows for arbitrary detention, on the basis of preventing deterioration of mental or physical health (A violation of the UN CRPD agreement). To detain a person on the basis of mental or physical health deterioration is a really nebulous reason to detain a person, by force and subject them to products and industry that they do not agree with, and is harmful to them. It opens up for the use of force on a psychiatrists say so, which is exactly what is happening. Just a potential
deterioration of physical or mental health, on a psychiatrist’s say so is enough for the psychiatrist to call police assistance if the person won’t ‘voluntarily’ come with them. And then the person is dragged off to the psychiatric facility, injected with horrible drugs, isolated, dehumanised, such that their abilities are shut down, causing symptoms similar to 24/7 stroke, that they’re not allowed to recover from. What exactly was prevented? a human research program needed another specimen, or it couldn’t be submitted as data. That is the reality under Australia’s state/territory Mental Health Acts and must be stopped and it can only be stopped by abolishing forced psychiatry.

- Let’s also think of the continuing risk to Australia’s economic reputation by continuing state/territory sanctioned forced psychiatry.

There are countries that don’t have state sanctioned forced psychiatry. Those countries are developing a better human rights reputation than Australia, despite attempts by Australian media to slander their policies. They are countries that have developed other industries of worth and productivity that don’t include the forcibly subjecting of their people to human research, via mental health legislation. Those countries are ahead because they don’t rely of pharmaceutical funding, for this disgusting violation of the population, and they don’t have to spend big on covering-up the violation, by touting it as benevolence, and vilifying the victims.

The use of DSM labels are hate-speech because they are terms used for exploitation

It is offensive to Victims of Psychiatrists to have to read documents that use the term ‘mental illness’. This term has been used to exploit people for vile, cruel forced human research and though that may be lucrative, it is not benevolent, it is cruel, and if it were not for State/Territory Mental Health Acts, forced psychiatry would not only be a violation of the code of human research, it would be a criminal offense and should be prosecuted. It is offensive to force sectors of the population who are or have been exploited by rogue State/Territory legislation that conflicts with International Law agreements, to suffer these vicious DSM slurs on their person.

Access to Justice

Legal Aid for people being subjected to forced psychiatry, is near non-existent in Victoria. If a victim of psychiatrists is one of the 10% that get Legal Aid assistance at a Mental Health Tribunal, victims of psychiatrists won’t necessarily have assistance to challenge at VCAT or the Supreme Court. That’s not in any way fair, given that psychiatrists are exploiting people and calling this violent exploitation benevolent. To have neuroleptics injected into you is torturous, causing massive injury, causing a person to be of profit to the psychiatrist and their industry, but the victim of psychiatrists is no longer able to drive a vehicle or operate heavy machinery, and that’s just where the law legislates for the damage psychiatric drugs cause to a person’s abilities to function, earn a living, connect with the rest of society, or obtain drivers insurance.
Too many people in Australia are being exploited by force under government sanction, arbitrarily detained, forcibly used for chemical and procedural experiments and none of them really have any viable access to justice. That’s not equitable to a democracy and it means that products produced in Australia during this time of state sanctioned vile, cruel human research, through Mental Health legislation, are likely to be tarnished by those cruelties. Most notably would be the lack of access to Legal support.

Deaths & maiming
True understanding of cause of death is perverted by 88.1% sign off of deaths by doctors rather than coroners. How can the deaths from psychiatric drugs and other mental health procedures be counted, when doctors are signing off on deaths and are a profession that is recognised for workplace bullying and collusion, and being ‘hired guns’ in court cases.

Psychiatric drugs are known to cause many fatal conditions, they are forced on the population through state/territory legislative sanction — this means these deaths are being caused through government. The toll of injuries or maiming caused by forced and coerced psychiatry is not even considered, and next to never challenged in the Courts. Most victims of psychiatrists want to challenge the abuses, but they have 3 years to do this and the drugs and procedures as well as the trauma caused by the sheer torture of what has been done to them by psychiatrists, makes that time frame very difficult.

Usually people subjected for forced psychiatry do not have the money required to hire lawyers and government Legal Aid is not set up to provide for people subjected to forced psychiatry. So, the statistics on the injuries and deaths of victims of psychiatrists, that are cause by forced/coerced psychiatry are not there. And that makes for a perverse understanding of the mental health industry and what it does to human lives, comparatively to what the doctors report the mental health industry does, which they have a vested interest in promoting the products and services of, and covering up the injuries and death.

Pollution induced suffering not validated
The accumulation of toxins from Personal Products that accumulate in workplaces, and other spaces needs to be addressed as it is understood to lower productivity and cause distress.

  • **Poor regulation of toxic spaces & products**

To have no regulation or testing of the levels of fumes in workplaces which are not specified as hazard sites, costly to business and productivity. To coerce or forcibly subject people suffering from these fumes to a psychiatric hospital that is one of the worst offenders of such petroleum-based fumes, is very destructive.

  • **Enforcing of personal products by psychiatrists**

When products do not do what they are supposed to do, they are neither sanitising, nor are they hygienic. The misplaced advertising of these products and the demands of psychiatrists for people to wear toxic deodorants, when psychiatrists should just accept that they scare the
hell out of people, and if they don’t want to smell a person sweating out fear they shouldn’t be forcing their drugs and procedures on a person, or forcing them to go to an interview that seems more like an indoctrinating compliance test than medicine, and they certainly shouldn’t be demanding a person wear antiperspirant products, threatening arbitrary detention because the person sweats fear and calling that ‘lacking personal hygiene.’

Victims of psychiatrists cannot be expected to be calm when faced with such vile corruption and cruelty, we certainly shouldn’t have to control our sweat glands with dangerous products that need better regulation. Victims of psychiatrists are systematically not listened to, we’re denied validity, and denied basic human rights, and denied the right to sweat out our fear. It’s just horrifying to be forcibly injected, isolated, arbitrarily detained, tied to a bed, electrocuted and interrogated by psychiatrists and told to agree it’s good for us or else, utterly terrifying and diabolically cruel, dehumanising and disfiguring. Of course psychiatrists make us sweat out a stink. To not recognise that is really not intelligent, to deny it when you’ve studied medicine, is corrupt.

**Poor regulation of medical radio frequency spectrums**

Questionable too is the area of medical exploration that merges with the mental health industry and the electronics industry. How much of this has and is encroaching on human lives, and those lives being denied this reality of intrusive frequencies?

The lack of regulation for the radio frequency spectrums that the medico industry uses, makes for easy interference in human lives via the invisible/inaudible that isn’t understood by people who are not in the radio wave spectrum regulation industries.

The potential to exploit and experiment on people with these invisible/inaudible frequencies, then force the person into interview with psychiatrists and forced drugging and other procedures is really an area that has to be looked at, as a human rights violation, not an industry to cover-up for and expand.

The potential to exploit and experiment on the population with the invisible/inaudible frequencies to brainwash and control the population must be looked at and be allowed broad public discussion, such that the intrusion on human lives, the false identification, or annoying intrusions can be better regulated.

To shut down and shut up people who speak of sensing such invisible/inaudible frequencies, shut up via mental health legislation, is not a mature way for government legislators, and company security to behave. It isn’t democratic either. Address the frequency issue, if it is a security problem, it may well be that the person was in the wrong place at the wrong time, or has sensitivity/electro-reception that means an understanding that can be supportive, if they’re treated respectfully rather than further violated and discredited, and extracted from, then the actual problem of hacking, unethical or illegal use of radio frequencies can be found. Or industry products that are hazardous to humans and other life can be curtailed.
The productivity of an industry of exploitation, must not be increased

When people are being violently and cruelly exploited by through government sanction, and there are big profits for the perpetrators, such as the case with mental health personnel, particularly psychiatrists and pharmaceutical coterie – to increase the profits by increasing the number of people forcibly exploited is diabolical.

All exploitation in human history has a rhetoric that is in common when propagating the idea of the exploitation – and that the dictatorship of human lives is benevolent, the destruction of those exploited, the killing and maiming of those exploited all benevolent, all well-intended. And mental health industries, particularly psychiatry feigns benevolence and ignorance of their violations. Psychiatrists put their hands out for more and more of the public-purse, claiming they get paid their high wages and need to expand their industries for benevolent reasons. The people being exploited are vilified, put into a ‘burden’ status, victim-blamed and don’t get any kind of justice. Their housing is encroached on by mental health personnel monitoring (some more than others) and psychiatrists making demands of their time, their dignity, and their flesh for vile, cruel experiments.

Forced psychiatry, that is state/ territory legislated must end in Australia. Then psychiatrists and other mental health personnel can prove their worth to the public who seek out their business. Until then mental health industries are nothing more than legislated vile, cruel human research, than kills and maims so many people that remain uncounted in statistics because those doing the perpetrating are those who are appointed to report the deaths and maiming from their products.

People who are being exploited 24/7 for human research are unlikely to be able to work in a job that will provide them with an income, because their body is being subjected to massive chemical and procedural, as dehumanising effects of being forced into being a laboratory specimen. The fact the people exploited by psychiatrists and the rest of the mental health industry are forced labour, should be recognised and stopped. The productivity statements of psychiatrists and the mental health industries must include this understanding, that their industries would not be profiting, their wages would not be high, if they didn’t forcibly exploit so many people, and cause those people to suffer a fate worse than death, being trafficked forcibly for human research under government sanction, which is enough to make any person want to end their life in order to escape the unendurable pain inflicted by psychiatrists and their coterie.

Mental Health community based charities that rely on volunteers, people who are being exploited forcibly by psychiatrists, really are just another industry taking more from the people being violently exploited, luring them in to give them a means to ‘prove’ they contribute to the community and have therefore ‘improved’ and can have the dose torturous injection lowered, that they’re forced to have, on threat of further detention. Those charities,
getting ‘volunteers’ to do that, are disgrace too, and would not exist if not for forced psychiatry being government sanctioned.

**What makes for a more productive society? Support basic human needs, not mental health industry products**

**What people need to thrive:**
- Shelter that is free of mould that they can enter and exit of their own choosing
- Food and water that is not contaminated with toxins
- A supportive community that isn’t prejudiced via exploitative industries to dehumanise some people
- Freedom from exploitation, particularly government forced exploitation
- Freedom from violence
- Freedom to speak the truth, most especially when horrific crimes have been inflicted, or they’re being bullied or interfered with, or when they’re grieving
- Freedom to choose their own medicine
- Freedom from arbitrary detention
- Access to justice, particularly for crimes that are likely to inflicted on them again, or to other members of the community

Meet these needs, these basic needs rather than keep attempting to driving an old, redundant, cruel exploitation racket born in the eugenics era, such as the mental health system is. Victims of psychiatrists are tired of this cruel farce, the government would be better off pouring its money into developing non-polluting transport, and regulation of products that are increasingly making Australia a toxic place to live.

People are not interested in being violently controlled and silenced and being told this is care and benevolence. The sectors of the community that are being targeted for an increase in these interventions, in the guise of protection are aware of how the term ‘protection’ has been used by the Australian government to exploit. We’ve had enough of it.

**Reform: Abolish forced psychiatry, it is a violation of the most basic human rights**

The current legislated forced psychiatry denies human ability and diverse human productivity and places importance on an exploitive ‘elite science’ that is diabolically cruel in its wrecking of human lives for profit.

There can be no better reform, than the abolition of forced psychiatry and the abolition of commitment on the basis of psychiatric labelling, or any medical labelling, or perceived or agreed upon disability. Any other so called ‘reform’ of mental health systems will do nothing, will be utterly meaningless to victims of psychiatrists. Remove the use of forced mental health treatments and remove commitment on the basis of mental health. That’s all. That will give strength to the economy and the people and give back the ability to thrive to those currently being perpetrated against via forced psychiatry.